Role of African protected areas in maintaining connectivity for large mammals
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The African protected area (PA) network has the potential to act as a set of functionally interconnected patches that conserve meta-populations of mammal species, but individual PAs are vulnerable to habitat change which may disrupt connectivity and increase extinction risk. Individual PAs have different roles in maintaining connectivity, depending on their size and location. We measured their contribution to network connectivity (irreplaceability) for carnivores and ungulates and combined it with a measure of vulnerability based on a 30-year trend in remotely sensed vegetation cover (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index). Highly irreplaceable PAs occurred mainly in southern and eastern Africa. Vegetation cover change was generally faster outside than inside PAs and particularly so in southern Africa. The extent of change increased with the distance from PAs. About 5% of highly irreplaceable PAs experienced a faster vegetation cover loss than their surroundings, thus requiring particular conservation attention. Our analysis identified PAs at risk whose isolation would disrupt the connectivity of the PA network for large mammals. This is an example of how ecological spatial modelling can be combined with large-scale remote sensing data to investigate how land cover change may affect ecological processes and species conservation.

1. Introduction

As suitable habitat declines, species’ distribution ranges become fragmented and disjointed in sparsely distributed, small populations which are characterized by an increased extinction risk [1–5]. Range fragmentation has already been experienced worldwide in densely populated areas, for example Europe [6]. In Africa, the socio-economic development of the past 30 years has led to severe habitat loss and fragmentation, resulting in an increased and unprecedented threat to wildlife [7–9]. Many large mammal populations in Africa have been declining over the same period [10]. According to future biodiversity scenarios, Africa is expected to be among the continents with the largest predicted habitat loss by 2050 [11].

In this scenario, the network of African protected areas (PAs) is expected to play a fundamental role in future biodiversity conservation. PAs can in fact host sub-populations that form the basis for meta-population dynamics [12,13], where immigrating individuals from source populations can come to the ‘rescue’ of declining sink populations (sink–source dynamics). According to the meta-population theory, the two fundamental processes, extinction and (self-)colonization rates, act in concert with patch area and distances between patches to determine the
capacity of a fragmented habitat to support a viable meta-population structure [14,15]. Maximizing and maintaining connectivity between PAs in a fragmented landscape is a fundamental element of the overall population persistence [1,2,16]. Individual PAs play different roles in the maintenance of connectivity in a network, depending on their size and geographical location [17–20], and this can be translated in a measure of their irreplaceability for maintaining the overall level of connectivity of the PA network.

Continuous long-term remote-sensing series, such as those provided by the Advanced Very High-Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR), are valuable tools to analyse land-cover change over time [21,22], making it possible to monitor biodiversity trends [23,24]. In particular, they can be used to infer the land-cover dynamics of PAs [25–28], which are highly relevant for informing management and assessing PA isolation [29,30]. Though widely used for ecological applications, remote-sensing data and methods are still underexploited for conservation monitoring purposes [10,31,32].

In this paper, we combine ecological data on a large set of species of carnivores and ungulates within Africa with Earth observations, to assess the habitat change within PAs in relation to their relative importance within the network. We use a measure of connectivity among PAs based on the spatial arrangement of suitable habitat within each species’ range, to quantify individual PA contribution to the overall connectivity of the network, and hence a value for the irreplaceability of each PA. We couple this measure with an estimated rate of vegetation change inside and around PAs over the past 30 years based on the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI). The combination of these variables identifies the African PAs at high risk of loss and high irreplaceability for the connectivity of large mammal populations that should be prioritized for conservation.

2. Material and methods

The study region encompasses 469 PAs on the African continent that intersect with at least one carnivore or ungulate geographical range. The analysis was conducted on a spatial resolution of 10 km.

(a) Protected areas and species distribution data

In total, 76 species of carnivores and ungulates occurring in Africa were used for this study (electronic supplementary material, table S1). Species distributions were derived from habitat suitability models inside species’ geographical ranges according to Rondinini et al. [33]. These models were developed through expert-based species–habitat relationships. They include three suitability levels: high (corresponding with the primary habitat of the species), medium (where the species can be found but is not persisting in the absence of primary habitat) and low suitability (where the species is expected to be rarely found) [33]. The models are clipped to geographical ranges obtained from IUCN.1 Median and maximum dispersal distances were calculated from the allometric equations in Santini et al. [34]. The PA data were obtained through the World Database on Protected Areas [35].

(b) Irreplaceability analysis

An individual-based stepwise model that simulates species-specific dispersal among PAs was used to measure the irreplaceability value of each PA in maintaining the network connectivity. This model aims to analyse connectivity by incorporating ecologically relevant information into a landscape configuration analysis. This model is related to meta-population model approaches by incorporating dispersal capabilities but aims to provide a simplistic approach for range connectivity analysis. This model counts the average number of steps from emigration of the source PA to immigration in new PAs by each individual within the geographical range of the species. Emigrations into the source PA are ignored by the model. The suitability of the landscape and the species’ perceptual range was also considered in the analysis. We assigned the above-mentioned categories of habitat suitability with the following values: the ‘low suitability’ category was given high dispersal cost (100 cost units), the ‘medium suitability’ moderate cost (50) and the ‘high suitability’ was given no costs (0). In order to account for a possible impact of the habitat suitability settings, a sensitivity analysis was conducted on the dispersal costs. Therefore, two additional costing schemes were applied which reflect the relative magnitude of the landscape suitability to each other. To analyse the sensitivity concerning the differences within the chosen values, we set the values to 75, 50, 25 and 51, 50, 49 for low, medium and high suitability, respectively. This habitat suitability matrix was used to select the initial generation of individuals for the next step by increasing suitability, owing to the preference of the animals to stay in high-quality habitat. The default step direction was sampled from a 180° forward angle using the suitability values for the next step movement probability. Owing to the design of the model, only the connectivity is analysed and no dispersal success or post-breeding dispersal probabilities are included. To scale perceptual abilities across different species, we arbitrarily set the perceptual range to be equal to 50% of the species’ median dispersal distance. Higher differentiation of the perceptual range was not feasible because of the spatial resolution used. Note that we did not consider this as the real perceptual ability of the species. Moreover, the presence of PAs within the perceptual range was translated into a doubled probability of a step towards this direction. Individual movements were constrained in a buffer around the source PA, equal to the species’ maximum dispersal distance.

The irreplaceability value of a PA was given by the average difference in search time between the model considering all PAs and the model excluding that particular PA (when a PA does not affect search time because it is isolated, the difference is equal to zero). This analysis was iterated for each PA and computed for each species. For each PA, 100 individuals were released and the simulations were conducted until 80% of the released individuals had immigrated successfully into a PA other than the source. This percentage was set as an internal parameter for the model to terminate in order to account for individuals not emigrating into any PA. For each species, the search times of all PAs were standardized by the maximum search time per species. The standardized values for all species were summed and assigned to each PA as its irreplaceability value. This is a proxy for the importance of PAs to support the dispersal connectivity for all studied species. The irreplaceability values were standardized for all species and summed up for all PAs. This is reflecting the importance of PAs to support the connectivity of the network.

(c) Land-cover information from remote sensing time-series

Deriving land-cover characteristics and their changes over time to account for the PA status requires a long-time-series, which was provided by the Global Inventory Modelling and Mapping Studies (GIMMS) from 1982 to 2006. This dataset provides NDVI values every 10 days based on US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration AVHRR datasets on a spatial resolution of 8 km [36]. NDVI is a proxy for vegetation amount and its condition (photosynthetic activity) within a pixel. The NDVI ranges from
−1 to 1, with vegetation values being larger than zero. Bare soil and water show values of close to zero and below, respectively. For vegetation, the value increases with the amount of vegetation present and high photosynthetic activity. We computed the mean NDVI value per year for the whole of Africa and resampled the data to 10 km to match the spatial resolution of the irreplaceability analysis.

In order to compare changes of vegetation cover inside and around PAs, we calculated the difference between the annual mean NDVI within each PA and in buffers around each PA. We used three buffers of increasing size, corresponding to the median, and first and fourth quartile of maximum species dispersal distances across all analysed species. This leads to buffers of 17, 31 and 84 km around each PA. The differences were then linearly regressed against time. A positive trend indicates growing difference of vegetation cover inside PAs when compared with their surroundings. A positive trend is therefore interpreted as a higher rate of vegetation cover change around the PA than inside; a flat trend has no change of vegetation cover inside or outside (or an identical trend inside and outside); and a negative trend has a faster change of vegetation cover inside the PA than outside or a faster increase outside the PA.

The analysis was performed in R v. 2.15.2 and GRASS 6.4.2, using the following R packages for spatial data manipulation, conversion and exchange as well as general statistical techniques: ‘spgrass6’, ‘raster’, ‘rgdal’, ‘rgeos’, ‘reshape2’ and ‘rsm’ as well as the ‘r.pi.searchtime.iter’ package in the GRASS add-on repository for the irreplaceability and the connectivity analysis.

### 3. Results

The irreplaceability values ranged from zero to unity in a unimodal distribution, with a median of 0.41 (s.d. 0.15, see the electronic supplementary material, Appendix S1, for histogram). PAs with a high irreplaceability and therefore a high importance for the connectivity or acting as stepping stones (above overall median values) occurred mainly in southern and eastern Africa, namely Namibia, Botswana, Zimbabwe, South Africa, Mozambique, Zambia, Tanzania and Kenya (figure 1). In southern Africa, Etosha (0.49), Kafue (0.53),...
Kalagadi (0.85) and Kalahari (0.72) feature high irreplaceability values. In East Africa, high irreplaceability values are found for Ruaha (0.54) and Selous (0.63) in Tanzania and a slightly lower value for Serengeti (0.46).

Low to moderate irreplaceability (equal and below median values) was assigned to many PAs in Central and West Africa. In Central Africa, the Dzanga-Ndoki (Central African Republic) features a higher irreplaceability than surrounding areas with 0.47, which is comparable to Tai (0.44) in Ivory Coast. Areas with low irreplaceability values are Kabore-Tambie (0.17) in Burkina Faso and Marahoue (0.19) in Ivory Coast. Areas with low irreplaceability values are Kabore-Tambie (0.17) in Burkina Faso and Marahoue (0.19) in Ivory Coast. A total of 19% of all PAs have an irreplaceability value higher than 0.5. The values for all PAs are listed in the electronic supplementary material, table S2.

The sensitivity analysis of changing land-cover suitability values did result in highly correlated results (Kendall’s tau 0.76–0.87). The results differed by PAs but showed a linear pattern between each of the sensitivity models. The values of all PAs for the different suitability settings are plotted in the electronic supplementary material, figure S2. The map of overall species richness of the data used can be found in the electronic supplementary material, appendix S3.

PAs with high importance in southern Africa showed similar trends in vegetation cover compared to the surrounding areas (figure 2). Several PAs in eastern Africa showed a lower rate of vegetation cover change inside PAs than outside. Some PAs lost vegetation cover at a significantly faster rate than the surroundings (21–26% of the PAs, depending on the buffer size, figure 2). In addition, 4–5% of the PAs with high irreplaceability experienced a significantly faster change of vegetation cover inside than that around them.

The Serengeti National Park lost vegetation cover faster than its surrounding 84 km buffer, but not within its smaller buffers (17 km: n.s.; 32 km: n.s.; 84 km: p = 0.05). Selous or Ruaha in Tanzania showed no differences in either direction. High increase in differences for single PAs can be seen in Uganda and Kenya where the increase in NDVI outside increased compared with the ones inside PAs. This is true for Mount Kenya (17 km: p = 0.02; 32 km: p = 0.004; 84 km: p < 0.008) and Matheniko (17 km: p = 0.001; 32 km: p = 0.001; 84 km: p = 0.001) in Uganda. This pattern can also be found for PAs in Central and West Africa, e.g. for the Park W complex part of Benin, the Kabore-Tambi in Burkina Faso and for the Marahoue area in Ivory Coast. Other areas such as the Tai and Comoé National Park in Ivory Coast showed no changes across this time span, as well as areas in the Sahel and Sahara or the Congo Basin.

PAs in Botswana, such as Kalahari and Kgalagadi, are shown in green (figure 2), which indicates low NDVI differences and high importance. Other PAs, for example the Matheniko in Uganda, are depicted in purple, which

Figure 2. Differences of NDVI values inside and outside PAs between 1982 and 2006 (slope values are displayed in the top row and r² values are displayed in the bottom row; values are derived from a linear regression of time against the difference in values). Grey areas experienced no significant change in differences across the time span 1982–2006. Row (a): red areas showed a decrease in the slope of the linear regression of NDVI outside, and blue areas a difference of increasing NDVI outside. Row (b): the r² values are showing high values of the linear regression fit in red, and low values in blue. (Online version in colour.)
indicates a low importance and a high increase in NDVI differences inside and outside the PA. The overall pattern reveals that in southern and eastern Africa generally more PAs exist which have a high importance for maintaining the connectivity between species ranges, while at the same time experiencing a low difference in land-cover change within and without.

4. Discussion

Our analysis highlights the capabilities of coupling spatial modelling with large-scale ecological and remote-sensing data for a better understanding of PA status and value in broad-scale geographical domains. In this case, we used NDVI continuous data, which demonstrated an intrinsic power in discriminating among trends in vegetation cover change. Our analytical design accounted for the regional variation in vegetation cover (e.g. forest, savannah, desert), which is indeed the main source of variation among PAs [47,48].

(a) Sensitivity and assumptions of the analysis

As in any model, the results of our analysis depend on the available species distribution data, their accuracy and on the model settings [49]. The former have been evaluated, and perform better than random for at least 95% of the species for which validation data were available [33]. Our sensitivity analysis tested the effect of model parameters on the results, and the model proved robust to changes in their values. The changes between models were linear with a fit of 0.76–0.86; hence the values for the majority of PAs did not experience major differences. The connectivity of the PA network on a local scale depends on the permeability of their surroundings, which may influence population persistence [50]. The dispersal distances we used in our analysis were derived from allometric equations, fitted on dispersal distances obtained from a variety of studies [34]. Thus, they already incorporate the variable permeability of the landscape.

Remote sensing is particularly suitable for detecting land-cover changes because it allows a rapid mapping over wide regions and represents a robust and reproducible tool. This is especially useful when the objects composing land cover maps have been generated by agglomerative methods based on objective algorithms, for example image segmentation. Reviews of this issue can be found in Hay et al. [51] and Blaschke [52], while Karl & Maurer [53] provide empirical examples of their application in land-cover mapping. Various studies have used remotely sensed data successfully for landscape or animal ecology [27] and for PA effectiveness analysis [54]. Remote sensing usually monitors some threats to biodiversity, for example vegetation cover change, including localized ones such as oil spill in the Sahara ([55], this issue). While this may be a limitation for local-scale analyses, pristine vegetation cover change (and deforestation in particular) remains the biggest threat to mammals worldwide [56]. Our analysis implicitly assumes that local effects on vegetation cover change are negligible.

The observed differences inside and outside PAs in vegetation cover change relate to the accuracy in detecting land cover modifications. Loss of rainforest, for example, is easier to detect compared with habitat loss in deserts, even if differences and accuracy differ between approaches [57]. Yet, we detected positive and negative differences throughout the study area, and we assumed an equal probability to detect change unimportant for the biome.

Differences inside and outside PAs may not necessarily depend solely on cover loss outside PAs, but also on cover gain inside PAs. As an example, an increased herbivore population density inside PAs might result in a changing vegetation cover [58] while the surrounding area remains stable. Hence, an increasing difference might not in all cases be the result of human-induced land-cover conversion around PAs. Also the land-cover inside and outside the PAs can change in the same manner, and therefore no differences are detected even though the PA is in a different state than before. Many PAs might have already experienced a change in their surroundings before the start of remote sensing time-series, and therefore these changes cannot be detected. Although the dynamics described above may apply to some PAs, we assumed that all differences detected could be attributed to a decrease of vegetation cover outside PAs (figure 3).

(b) Protected area irreplaceability

Our results show that southern and eastern African PAs are the most irreplaceable for maintaining network connectivity. This finding complements and builds upon previous studies that report higher conservation effectiveness of southern African PAs [10]. This result is likely driven by the size of the PAs (on average larger than in West and North Africa) and additionally the higher number of large mammals in the savannah biome [59].

Our measure of irreplaceability is new to our knowledge. It is based on one specific property of the PA network (connectivity) that is not usually accounted for explicitly in conservation planning. Geldmann et al. [54] acknowledged a general shortage of understanding on PA effectiveness, and we believe that our measure can help to fill one of the existing theoretical gaps that prevent a better understanding. Alternative measures of irreplaceability generally estimate the importance of an area for the achievement of a conservation target, which is expressed in terms of number of individuals or area occupied by a species to be included in PAs [60–62]. Complementing our irreplaceability estimates with traditional irreplaceability analysis would provide a more comprehensive picture of the conservation value of African PAs for large mammals.

Mapping irreplaceable areas for connectivity is highly relevant not only for dispersing individuals, whose movements are directly related to population dynamics, but also for migratory species and to estimate the importance of PAs in climate change adaptation [63], as they could function as corridors. Thus, in addition to regional migration (sensu Thirgood et al. [64]) considered here, further analyses should also take large-scale migration into consideration, a task that will soon be feasible at the spatial and temporal extents required [65].

(c) Combining irreplaceability with vulnerability

Our analysis showed that the rate of change in vegetation change inside most African PAs was similar or lower than that in their surroundings. Across the whole African continent, an annual forest decline of 0.14–0.28% (depending on the decade) has been reported [26]. This is likely to be detected by NDVI if occurring in or around forest PAs. By contrast, desert ecosystems are rather difficult to analyse...
with respect to human impacts or land-cover change (see [55], this issue). Moreover, the spatial location of the PAs and their socio-economic status influence the differences. For example, many PAs in Tanzania are surrounded by conservancies (private land managed similarly to PAs) and hence have a land-cover condition and history comparable to the PA itself, while such land planning is uncommon in West Africa. Correspondingly, PAs that are located within an adjacent PA network, like the W–Arli–Pendjari complex in Benin, Burkina Faso and Niger, are less likely to report a change in NDVI differences than isolated PAs such as the Tai National Park in Ivory Coast.

Our analyses revealed that in past decades 4–5% (depending on the buffer used) of all highly irreplaceable PAs experienced an increasing difference of NDVI values compared with their surroundings, which can be interpreted as an

Figure 3. Illustration of the combination of PA irreplaceability values and differences in NDVI trends inside and outside PAs. Green to yellow areas show high importance of PAs to maintain the connectivity of species ranges, blue to red colouring depicts low importance. Horizontal colouring represents the rate of vegetation cover change inside versus outside and around PAs. Blue indicates faster vegetation loss inside PAs than outside or a stronger increase outside, red indicates faster vegetation loss outside or increase inside PAs (isolation). (Online version in colour.)
increasing isolation of the natural habitats of these PAs from those of their surroundings. The interaction of habitat status and anthropogenic-induced changes on mammal populations, which is also discussed in detail in [66] and [67], outlines the importance of strengthening the collective contribution for biodiversity conservation. The combination of ecological and remotely sensed information proved to be a highly valuable tool. With increasing access and availability of remote sensing data, it is expected to provide further relevant information [68], with particular importance for the development of standardized measures for biodiversity monitoring [24].
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